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Small Angle X-ray Scattering (SAXS) is a powerful tool in the study of biological macromolecules
providing information about the shape, conformation, assembly and folding states in solution. Recent
advances in robotic ﬂuid handling make it possible to perform automated high throughput experiments
including fast screening of solution conditions, measurement of structural responses to ligand binding,
changes in temperature or chemical modiﬁcations. Here, an approach to full automation of SAXS data
acquisition and data analysis is presented, which advances automated experiments to the level of a
routine tool suitable for large scale structural studies. The approach links automated sample loading,
primary data reduction and further processing, facilitating queuing of multiple samples for subsequent
measurement and analysis and providing means of remote experiment control. The system was
implemented and comprehensively tested in user operation at the BioSAXS beamlines X33 and P12 of
EMBL at the DORIS and PETRA storage rings of DESY, Hamburg, respectively, but is also easily applicable
to other SAXS stations due to its modular design.
& 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Small Angle X-ray Scattering (SAXS) allows the study of the
structure and interactions of proteins, nucleic acids and their
complexes in solution. Macromolecular folding, unfolding, aggregation, shape, conformation, and assembly processes may be
studied under a variety of conditions, from near physiological to
highly denaturing. The increasing availability of high-ﬂux thirdgeneration synchrotron radiation sources, recent progress in
instrumentation as well as novel analysis methods allow for more
efﬁcient application of SAXS in structure analysis, especially in
combination with other techniques [1].
A SAXS measurement protocol for biological samples in solution requires repeated exposures of the specimen to the X-ray
radiation, usually at different concentrations. For each data set,
(1) the specimen must be brought to the measurement position in
the sample holder, (2) the beam path cleared, (3) the twodimensional data collected, (4) the beam parameters monitored
for later normalization, (5) the beam path blocked again and
(6) the specimen cleaned out from the sample holder. Further, the
two-dimensional scattering image collected by the detector
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usually needs to be radially averaged to obtain a one-dimensional
data set. Any mistake in this process is detrimental to the overall
result. Manual errors, for example introduced due to fatigue after
long hours of continuous measurement, should be avoided. This
strongly calls for the automation of the entire measurement
protocol.
In high-throughput crystallography [2], a crucial step forward
in the large-scale analysis of proteins and macromolecular complexes was the introduction of automatic sample changers and
remote operation [3]. The ﬁrst user-oriented sample changer for
biological macromolecules in solution was introduced at the X33
beamline at EMBL Hamburg in 2007 [4]. The second generation
sample changer, Mark II, was developed in collaboration between
the EMBL and ESRF and installed at X33 in 2009. The ﬁnal version
was deployed at the ID14-3 beamline of ESRF and is in user
operation at the P12 BioSAXS beamline at PETRA-III [5].
Besides reliable sample loading, automation of a SAXS experiment requires the coordination of a multitude of devices, e.g.
valves, motors, digital I/O signals and, of course, the detector and
the sample changer itself. Obviously, any integrated communication protocol between these devices depends on the device control
system of any given beamline. Recently, Classen et al. [6]
described their efforts to adapt the Blu-Ice/DCS control system,
initially developed by McPhillips et al. [3] for crystallography
beamlines, to SAXS. Here, we present a basically control system
independent, ﬂexible and easily extensible approach to SAXS
experiments—not only to provide automation, but to allow for
remote, unattended and eventually autonomous data acquisition.
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2. Automation of data acquisition
2.1. Device communication
The most important part of any automation system is a
reliable communication between the associated devices. To this
means, we employed the three-fold integrated networking environment, TINE [7]. TINE was developed as control system for the
synchrotron operation at DESY, Hamburg, Germany. Here, TINE
was initially used to control the HERA experiment, currently it
operates the DORIS and PETRA storage rings and will also be used
to run the biological crystallography and SAXS beamlines at
PETRA-III which are being commissioned by the EMBL.
2.2. TINE control system
The TINE control system provides the basic programming
interface to implement device servers. Device servers allow any
hardware device, from digital I/O panels and motors to a detector,
to be addressed, queried and controlled over the network utilizing
their exported properties. A property, most often named after a
command supported by the device, may either be read, written or
both. It is to note that a device server may also itself be a client of
other servers.
The device servers implemented are split into a control-system
dependent frontends and device speciﬁc backends (Fig. 1). The
frontend receives the client’s queries, veriﬁes the validity of the
request and its corresponding arguments and passes the valid
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ones on to the backend which then handles the request. Besides
the frontend and the backend which are active only during a
query, there is also the background thread which is present in
every device server. The background thread handles ongoing
communications and any kind of events generated by the device
and acts accordingly.
Further, there is also a possibility to combine similar appliances that are used mutually exclusive, e.g. detectors or samplechanger robots, into a generic device. The generic device abstracts
away the differences between the speciﬁc implementations and
allows a client to address a common property, e.g. load of a
generic samplechanger server to load a sample, independent of
the hardware currently in use.
Here it might be prudent to emphasize the point that, due to
the frontend–backend separation, our development is decoupled
from TINE and can thus be easily ported to other control systems
by providing a respective frontend implementation of the server.
2.3. Detector
Users of X33 may currently choose between a MAR345 image
plate (http://www.marresearch.com) and a PILATUS-1M pixel
detector [8]. Further, users may synchronously record wide
angle-scattering X-ray scattering (WAXS) with a PILATUS-300K
WAXS detector. At the P12 BioSAXS beamline a PILATUS-2M device
is available.
The various detectors are all driven by the same generic TINE
frontend which provides access to individual devices and the
combined SAXS/WAXS setup alike.
2.4. Sample environment
The sample environment of an automated solution SAXS
experiment consists of a sample loader device, where the sample
is stored until being loaded into the measurement cell.
Users may currently choose from a range of sample changing
robots: at X33 are available the samplechanger Mark I that was
developed together with the Fraunhofer Institute, Stuttgart [4],
and the samplechanger Mark II; at P12, the ﬁnal setup of the
EMBL/ESRF samplechanger is deployed.
All devices are accessible via the same generic TINE frontend
which provides uniﬁed access to any of the devices.

TINE Control System

TINE Frontend

TINE Backend

status
request

command
request

2.5. Beamline meta server
TINE Background Thread

reply

camserver
Fig. 1. Schematics of a modularized TINE device server. One or more clients may
access a device through the TINE control system to get or set device properties,
here of the PILATUS detector. The TINE-speciﬁc frontend deals with incoming
requests which are dispatched to the PILATUS-speciﬁc backend if appropriate. The
backend sends commands to the CAMSERVER software of the PILATUS detector via a
socket connection, a background thread regularly requests status information and
retrieves any system replies.

To coordinate the TINE services described in the previous
section, we also designed and implemented a service that mediates user input to the individual components. As it was devised
as a service to communicate with other beamline servers, it was
termed the Beamline Meta Server (BMS).
Like a hardware server, this service is also separated into a
TINE-speciﬁc frontend and a service-speciﬁc backend. Here, the
backend controls the subsequent execution of user-submitted
commands for all other beamline servers.
For a convenient setup and usage of the BMS the Python
scripting language is employed (e.g. [9]). Each controlled device
and each executable command is encapsulated into individual
Python classes each with a deﬁned interface, both grouped into
Python packages. This organization allows to quickly incorporate
new devices and commands as prototyping can be done at the
Python command-line prompt while deployment is done by
copying the ﬁle into the package directory and restarting the
BMS application. It is to emphasize that this procedure allows to
include any user device that can be controlled by a Python
(extension-)module and have it controlled by the BMS during
an experiment.
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Further, the BMS accepts user input in the form of Python
scripts. When such a script is received, it is immediately run by
the Python interpreter embedded in the BMS. For each device
speciﬁc command, a command object is queued in the server’s
backend for later execution (Fig. 3). Example device setup and
command conﬁguration ﬁles and exemplary user scripts are
available in the supplemental material of this publication.
2.6. Commands
Automation of a SAXS experiment needs to take the full
beamline environment provided by appropriate monitor readings
into account. Thus each command needs to contain the information required to decide whether the command can safely be
executed or not. For example, the samplechanger device itself
must be ready and not busy doing anything else, the storage ring
must be operational and no reﬁll be scheduled within the next few
minutes, the ring and optics shutters must be open, and the
sample holder temperature needs to be stable at the preset value.
If and only if all these conditions are met, a loading command
may be executed. Regardless of anything else, the loading command is considered to be running if the robot changed its state
from ready to busy, and the process is completed when the
device’s state changes to measuring, i.e. the sample was successfully loaded.
By design, every command starts in the blocked state and may
not be executed as long as the conﬁgured conditions for the
runnable-state are not met. As soon as they are, the state of the
command is changed to runnable. If not executed immediately,
external conditions may change and the command may become
blocked again. Otherwise the command may be submitted and its
state shall be changed according to whether the command failed,
or whether the command was successfully submitted. A submitted
command is checked whether the running conditions are met and
if yes, its state is changed to running. A running command may
either fail due to hardware problems, be aborted by the user or
successfully ﬁnish as expected. All state transitions of the commands are also detailed in Fig. 2.
Importantly, commands are not limited to driving hardware
but may also run software when certain conditions, e.g. the
availability of a set of input ﬁles, are met. Currently implemented
are software commands for radially averaging two-dimensional
image ﬁles to one-dimensional scattering curves and a regularly
run summary creation tool.

taking the interdependencies between commands into account,
also in parallel. For example: an image plate may be erased while
the samplechanger robot ﬂushes the sample holder while the
waterbath adjusts the cell temperature while the radially averaging software transforms the most recent two-dimensional
image to a one-dimensional scattering curve.
Command scripts, also known as workﬂows, are sent to the
BMS, interpreted and the commands objects are queued there
prior to execution (see supplemental material). Fig. 3 visualizes
the ﬂow of commands, from initial queuing within the Transaction
Queue, via the To-Do and Run Queues to the command History
Queue. The Transaction Queue ensures that only command objects
from valid scripts are queued for later execution as any commands in the transaction queue are discarded on syntax or other
errors. If the To-Do Queue contains commands for execution, only
the very ﬁrst command is polled for a state-change and is started
as soon as it becomes runnable. However the command remains in
the To-Do Queue until veriﬁed that it is either running or already
ﬁnished—this is a safe-guard to avoid commands being submitted
too quickly if there is some lag between submitting the ﬁrst
command and feedback from the device. For example: let the two
commands detector_scan and detector_clear be queued for the
MAR345 image plate. If scanning is submitted and immediately
removed from To-Do Queue, the clear command may appear to be
runnable in the next time slice because the detector may not have
begun to scan yet. When veriﬁed to be running, the topmost
command is transferred to the Run Queue and the next command
is checked whether it can be run. The Run Queue keeps all
currently running commands and is periodically cleaned, i.e. the
ﬁnished commands are moved to the History Queue for reference.
2.8. Unattended operation
To allow for automated and unattended operation, error handling and error recovery are very important. As currently implemented, the BMS can, for example, cope with the beam loss due to
the inputs provided. It is not (yet) possible to repeat previous
experiments in the case of beam loss during the measurement; if
this happens, the system will wait until the beam reappears and
continues with the next command in the queue.
With this restriction in mind, unattended operation of the
system is feasible, which is especially useful for screening
experiments where the possible loss of one specimen may not
be a severe problem.

2.7. Queuing

2.9. Graphical user interface

Utilizing the above command states, automation takes place
when a list of commands is executed, not only in sequence, but

The Graphical User Interface (GUI) used at the BioSAXS
beamlines X33 and P12 and shown in Fig. 4 is laid out in multiple

Fig. 2. States and state transitions of commands. A blocked command cannot be executed as the conditions for this command are not met. Once they are, the state
transition (1) occurs and the command is runnable. If a runnable command is not immediately executed, external conditions may change and the command may become
blocked again (2). A runnable command that cannot be executed fails on attempt to run (3). Successfully started commands change state to submitted (4), an intermediate
state when the command was successfully sent, but the device itself did not yet change its internal state to meet the expected conditions for the running state. When
submitted, the command may be aborted by the users (5), or become running (6). The running command may be again be aborted by the user (7) or fail on its own accord
(8). If the ﬁnal state is reached and thus the command successfully completes, the state changes to ﬁnished (9).
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Fig. 3. States and state transitions of the Beamline Meta Server. At any time, scripts which are submitted to the BMS are immediately interpreted and all queueable
commands found are added to the Transaction Queue (1). If a script error occurs, the Transaction Queue is cleared (2), otherwise all commands are transferred to the To-Do
Queue (3). The To-Do Queue is periodically queried to determine the state of the topmost entry; is it blocked or submitted, do nothing (4), start it if it is runnable (5), stop
the BMS if it was aborted in submitted state (6), further transfer aborted, failed or ﬁnished commands to the History Queue (7) and running commands to the Run Queue (8).
All commands in the Run Queue are periodically checked to determine their respective status; if any is aborted, stop the BMS (9), transfer all failed, aborted or ﬁnished
commands to the History Queue (10). The History Queue is periodically checked for size. If more than N entries are found, all but the most recent N are removed (11).

sections, a center widget representing the current sample loader’s
well arrangement plus a table listing the currently available well
information and a set of dockable panels. Below we shall shortly
describe the available panels and their functionality.

freely conﬁgurable, any value available in the TINE control system
can be displayed.
Below the beamline monitors, camera views are shown: ﬁrstly,
the cell camera, monitoring the cell loading status and secondly a
camera observing the samplechanger robot’s movements. The
former view is particularly useful if the system recognizes a
bubble and ﬂags a loading error: the user may then employ the
direct pump controls to remove the bubble manually. Further, a
snapshot image is taken from this camera before and after the
exposure to document the loading status of the cell for the
respective scattering pattern. Also, the camera views are user
conﬁgurable, any image source from a web-camera or a TINE
servers may be included.
On the right, the Beamline Meta Server panel provides information on the status of the BMS. This includes a summary of the
device states, the progress of the current operation where
applicable and the list of currently queued commands, including
their arguments and current status. In this panel, the BMS may be
started or stopped, running commands may be aborted if necessary and the user may get an information why the next command
is not started yet (blocker-info).
Also on the right, hidden by the panel for the Beamline Meta
Server, the Direct Hardware Control panel provides direct access to
hardware devices like the currently active samplechanger robot,
the detector, beam shutter, temperature control, etc. The interface
provided by this panel is mostly meant for testing and troubleshooting and is usually not used during normal operation.

2.10. Panels and views

2.11. Conducting an experiment

Panels are subwindows of the main application that may be
freely moved, rearranged or hidden if not needed. Here, each
panel encapsulates a particular functionality of the beamline.
Fig. 4 shows the default GUI layout of X33 after startup.
The Beamline Monitor panel in the upper left part of Fig. 4
displays the monitor readings along the beam path together with
other parameters of interest, e.g. the pressure within the detector
tube and temperature readings of the monochromator, sample
storage and the sample cell are provided. All monitor readings are

Prior to an experiment, the users need to associate the sample
and buffer information with the respective wells to provide
identiﬁcation of samples and buffers during analysis. This can
be done either by entering the information directly into the table
row associated with a particular well, or by double-clicking a well
and entering the basic information into the well edit dialog
(Fig. 4). If a speciﬁc sample requires non-default conditions, e.g.
cell temperature, exposure time or a different experiment setup,
it may be speciﬁed in this dialog together with the basic

Fig. 4. Graphical user interface as used at X33. Beamline Monitor and camera
panels are shown to the left, Direct Hardware control and BMS panels to the right.
The center widget shows the wellplate layout of the samplechanger robot Mark II,
the table with sample descriptions and the extended well edit dialog on top.
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information. The values deﬁned per well override the general
default values which are conﬁgurable application wide.
The direct association process is convenient and easy to use for
a small number of samples, however, setting up a 96-wellplate in
this manner is tedious, the table is much easier to use for copypasting information. Beside the on-the-ﬂy set up at the beamline,
it is also possible to import a ﬁle generated by a stripped-down
version of the application that users may download prior to their
beamtime and prepare the wellplate ﬁles in advance.
With the required information available, an experiment is
scheduled simply by selecting, i.e. single-clicking, the wells of
interest and pressing the Submit Selection button above the well
plate. The commands required to conduct the experiment are sent
to the BMS, queued and subsequently executed. Progress may be
observed in the BMS panel, additional experiments may be
queued at any time.
After radial averaging, the data ﬁles are picked up for automated data analysis.

3. Automation of data analysis
Processing the data obtained from an automated SAXS experiment is the next essential step both for unattended measurements and for user-controlled experiments. For each specimen
measured, one generally needs to (1) radially average the twodimensional detector images to a one-dimensional scattering
curve, (2) subtract the background scattering, (3) determine the
overall parameters such as radius of gyration (Rg), molecular
mass, excluded volume, maximum dimension (Dmax) and, optionally, (4) compute an ab initio three-dimensional model. Additional modeling steps may be performed later if information from
complementary methods is available.
In this section, we shall ﬁrst summarize the features of the initial
implementation of an automated data analysis pipeline deployed at
X33, AUTOSUB, as described by Petoukhov et al. [10] and its
adaptation to the BMS framework. Then, we shall detail the rationale
and the design of the next generation modular pipeline which are
deployed at the BioSAXS beamline of PETRA-III and describe the XML
storage format employed for data saving and logging.
3.1. AUTOSUB
The AUTOSUB application may be either run in an online mode
accompanying the measurements for real-time analysis or in an
ofﬂine mode to (re-)process previously acquired data. The program is initialized by a conﬁguration ﬁle read during start-up.
While active, AUTOSUB periodically checks a conﬁgurable ﬁle
system location for incoming radially averaged scattering proﬁles.
Radial averaging of two-dimensional images to one-dimensional
curves was previously done by the application AUTOMAR [10].
This application was subsequently adapted to work with image
ﬁles from either detector and is now driven by the BMS via a
software command. Whenever a collection of data frames is
complete, this averaging application is automatically supplied
with all information to apply the radial average transformation to
the frame or frames just collected. To monitor for possible
radiation damage, successive radially averaged frames from the
same specimen are compared. The frames showing radiation
damage are excluded from radial averaging and an appropriate
warning is given. It is to note that SAXS and WAXS patterns may
be collected at the same time and also may be processed in
parallel. To simplify ﬁle handling for AUTOSUB, the results are
stored in separate directory tree, one for SAXS, one for WAXS.
Using the header information of the data ﬁles, AUTOSUB then
determines which sample and background measurements are to

be processed together and applies the appropriate background
subtraction accordingly. For each possible subtraction a goodness
parameter is evaluated. This parameter takes into account the
quality of the Guinier ﬁt at low angles as determined by the
program AUTORG [10] and the proximity of sample and background scattering at high angles where the useful signal is
expected to be relatively small but positive. The subtracted curve
with the highest goodness parameter is progressed to the further
analysis.
Based on the radius of gyration as evaluated by the program
AUTORG the application AUTOGNOM [10] looks for the optimal
maximum particle size Dmax in the range from 2Rg to 4Rg and
computes the p(r) function. Subsequently, the latter is then
passed to the application DAMMIF [11] which computes an ab
initio model and estimates the excluded hydrated volume. The
molecular mass of the particle is determined by comparing its
forward scattering with that of a standard with known molecular
mass. The scattering patterns are screened against the scattering
proﬁles deposited in the DARA database [12]. Any structural
information obtained is made available in a summary ﬁle in
XML format as detailed below.
The AUTOSUB system has been in user operation at X33 from
2007 to 2011 and at ID14-3 at the ESRF in Grenoble from 2009 to
2011, serving in total over 400 user groups.
3.2. Next generation analysis pipeline
The data analysis pipeline should work in real time to provide
immediate feedback to the user during the measurements. The
approach implemented in AUTOSUB is based on sequential
execution of data analysis steps. Therefore, the next data processing step cannot be performed until the previous step is ﬁnished
which may lead to an accumulation of delays. Furthermore,
AUTOSUB is hardware dependent making it difﬁcult to adapt to
new environments. To overcome these limitations we have
developed a set of hardware-independent tools for automated
SAXS data manipulation and analysis which allow for rapid
sample characterization and provide the overall parameters. With
these tools an automated, robust, ﬂexible SAXS data analysis
pipeline was implemented. This pipeline now covers major
processing and interpretation steps including background subtraction, normalization, extrapolation to inﬁnite dilution, estimation of the overall parameters, calculation of the distance
distribution function and ab initio low-resolution model building.
In the available SAXS data processing packages [13,14] single
operations are directly linked to the master application, which
provides limited or no scripting abilities. This makes it difﬁcult to
adapt the sequence of steps in data processing schemes. We have
therefore introduced modularized data processing tools, each
designed as a small and simple application to perform a speciﬁc
task. Thus, each data processing step is performed by one tool or a
set of tools. No tool may call another tool; if certain processed
input data is needed, the caller should provide this data, presumably obtained from another tool in advance. For example, to
subtract the background from the sample one needs to decide if
the background scattering pattern measured before the sample,
after the sample or an average of the two background measurements should be used. Here, three applications are needed, one
for comparing the background scattering patterns, another to
perform the subtraction and yet another to estimate the quality of
the subtracted data.
The developed tools for automated data processing include:

 DATCMP calculates the discrepancy between two or more data
sets; used e.g. for checking of radiation damage and for
comparing background scattering patterns.
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 DATAVER averages two or more data sets; used e.g. for









averaging backgrounds or multiple sample exposures.
DATOP performs arithmetic operations; used e.g. for subtracting background scattering from the sample, for scaling against
monitor values or sample concentration.
ALMERGE merges data collected from two different concentrations and extrapolates it to inﬁnite dilution assuming
moderate particle interactions.
AUTORG automatically computes Rg and Ið0Þ using the Guinier
approximation, estimates data quality, ﬁnds the beginning of
the useful data range.
DATCROP crops the range of experimental data points.
DATGNOM estimates Dmax, computes the distance distribution
function p(r) and the regularized scattering curve.
DATPOROD computes Porod volume from the regularized
scattering curve.
DAMMIF creates an ab initio dummy atoms model, estimates
volume.
DAMAVER compares multiple ab initio models, ﬁnds the most
probable one.

All modularized tools use the open source libsaxsdocument
library to read the experimental data ﬁles. This library was
designed to provide a format-independent interface for reading
and writing data ﬁles in various formats. The design of the library
allows one to incorporate upcoming or existing data formats such
as SasCIF [15], NEXUS [16] or XML-based formats without changing each particular tool every time a new format is added.
The data processing pipeline itself is implemented as a
separate application that supervises serial or parallel execution
of the above modules. Each data processing step is represented by
an individual component that employs one or more modularized
tools to perform operations (Fig. 5). These components are therefore decision-making blocks that do not perform any actual data
processing. The components communicate with each other by
passing messages. A message is sent when a particular event
occurs, e.g. when a new ﬁle becomes available for processing or
when a tool ﬁnishes. A message may be received by several
components. This way of connecting different components
enables one to modify the behavior of the pipeline to meet
different requirements, e.g. by including or excluding certain
steps if needed. This architecture allows one to introduce new
components that may perform additional data processing operations sequentially or in parallel.
Operation of the pipeline begins after a detector image is
radially averaged to a one-dimensional data set which is stored
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on a ﬁle system where it becomes available for the data processing pipeline. The File System Notiﬁer component monitoring the
storage ﬁle system then detects the presence of the new data set
and notiﬁes the subsequent components.
3.3. Background subtraction
The measurement of the solution is often surrounded by two
solvent measurements which are compared using DATCMP to
characterize the stability of the solvent measurements. The
scattering pattern of the macromolecular solute is then obtained
by subtracting the scattering of the solvent.
If the compared solvent data sets are statistically indistinguishable from each other, appropriate averaging operations are done
with DATAVER. The averaged background is subtracted and the
data is scaled against sample concentration by DATOP. If there is a
noticeable difference between the compared solvent data sets,
then the individual solvent data sets are subtracted along with the
averaged background thus creating three alternative subtracted
data sets. For every data set, the quality is estimated by AUTORG
based on the linearity of the Guinier plot [17], the accuracy of the
Rg value and the distance of the Guinier interval from the origin.
The data with the best quality estimate is kept for further analysis.
3.4. Evaluation of the overall parameters
It is imperative for reliable data analysis to get an accurate
initial estimate of the particle size. This is done in the Guinier
component that employs AUTORG to estimate the radius of
gyration from the low angles using the Guinier approximation.
The molecular mass is then estimated from the forward scattering
Ið0Þ. The Rg value can be estimated not only from the low angles of
the curve, but also from the p(r) function. Clearly the two Rg
values obtained from these two methods should correlate, i.e.
estimating the Rg value from the Guinier approximation allows us
to automate the calculation of the distance distribution function.
This is done by the P(r) component. First, the quality of the data as
reported by AUTORG shall be veriﬁed to be in an acceptable
range. If data quality is deemed too low, no further processing is
performed. Otherwise the data is processed by DATGNOM, a
derivative of the AUTOGNOM program [10]. DATGNOM performs
multiple GNOM [18] runs varying Dmax between 2Rg and 3.5Rg,
optimizing the p(r) function to match its Fourier transformation
to the experimental data and its Rg to the one estimated by the
AUTORG tool. The excluded volume of the particle may then be
computed directly from the scattering pattern using the Porod

Fig. 5. The data analysis pipeline with modularized tools.
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equation [19]; however when applying this formula directly to
the experimental data one might be confronted with difﬁculties
due to higher noise level at higher angles. The DATPOROD tool,
encapsulated by the Porod component, estimates the volume by
applying the Porod equation not to the experimental data but to
the regularized curve received from the P(r) component. Prior to
this an appropriate constant is subtracted from each intensity
point to force the s4 decay following Porod’s law for homogeneous particles.
3.5. Processing multiple concentrations
Inter-particle interference may affect the initial part of the
scattering curve. To eliminate this inﬂuence one can in many
cases extrapolate to inﬁnite dilution, i.e. having measured a
sample with different concentrations one reduces the data to
zero concentration assuming a linear dependence of interference
effects on concentration. This is done by the Merger component
which extrapolates several data sets to one ‘‘inﬁnite dilution’’ data
set using the ALMERGE tool. Prior to this, the Rg-concentration
dependence is checked; if it is non-linear (e.g. because of
aggregation) or the Rg changes insigniﬁcantly with concentration
(no inter-particle interference), the extrapolation step is skipped.
If no concentration effects are observed, i.e. Rg does not change,
the highest concentration data set is marked as ﬁnal and passed
further down the pipeline. If only two samples of satisfactory
quality and different concentrations are available, they are
merged by ALMERGE without extrapolating to inﬁnite dilution.
The overall parameters of every composite curve are estimated as
described above.
3.6. Shape determination and quality control
To reconstruct the low resolution shape of the particle the
Shape component executes the ab initio modeling program DAMMIF. A single DAMMIF run in fast mode produces a rough shape
along with a volume estimate within a few minutes; however, it is
important to do this without blocking the pipeline while other
calculations are in progress. Therefore, the time-consuming tools
are executed in the background, in parallel to the other tasks. One
of the challenges of automated data processing lies in determining
an appropriate scoring to characterize the reliability of the results.
Apart from the data quality estimation implemented in AUTORG,
values obtained from different tools may be used to independently
conﬁrm the results. The Quality analysis component compares the
molecular mass estimated from volume and Ið0Þ of inﬁnite dilution
data. Data simulated from 53 protein models with molecular mass
ranging from 14 kDa to 500 kDa show that for globular proteins
the Porod volume in nm3 is about 1.6 times the molecular mass in
kDa; the volume of a DAMMIF model in nm3 is typically about
twice the molecular mass in kDa. If variation of the three derived
molecular mass values is in an acceptable range, then a good
consistency check for the ab initio model can be performed using
DAMAVER [20]. To assess the uniqueness of the low resolution
shape, DAMMIF is executed by the Shape component several times
(6–12 by default, depending on available computational
resources). The normalized spatial discrepancy (NSD) value, which
is computed by DAMAVER, characterizes the stability of the
obtained low resolution models. In order to save computational
resources, multiple DAMMIF runs are performed only on data from
the composite curves.
3.7. Storage of the results
It is vital for automated procedures dealing with large
amounts of data that both the obtained information and history

of the data analysis (including the experimental data and the
computed parameters and models) are easily retrievable in
human- and machine-friendly forms. For a convenient hierarchical data storage and report generation, an XML-based ﬁle format
was employed. After each data processing step the Logger component receives the corresponding message and a summary of
results such as Rg, molecular mass, quality estimation, Dmax,
volume etc. is immediately written to the XML-summary ﬁle,
which remains fully consistent and readable during the experiment. The format of the ﬁle allows for data processing using the
standard Extensible Stylesheet Language (XSL). Stylesheets to
transform to a human-friendly HTML representation and to
comma-separated value tables are available, other conversions
are possible. The described system is used at the X33 beamline at
EMBL Hamburg since October 2008 and at the ID14-3 beamline at
the ESRF in Grenoble since June 2009.

4. Remote access
With the software setup presented here it became possible to
employ NX of NoMachine (www.nomachine.comas a remote
desktop solution to grant the external users remote access to
the beamlines [21]. The users need to install the free NX client
before connecting to x33.embl-hamburg.de with their assigned
username and password to access the beamline controls. Remote
users have full control over the measurement process via the
graphical user interface described above while the task of the
local contact is limited to making available the samples in
the samplechanger robot.
To our knowledge the world’s ﬁrst remote SAXS experiment
was conducted in this way on May 26, 2009, during a course of
biological small angle scattering at Nanyang Technological University in Singapore. The second live presentation was held during
the Small Angle Scattering conference 2009 in Oxford. Since then,
multiple external user groups have successfully used the remote
access to X33 for their SAXS data collection. Remote access in this
manner will also be available for the P12 BioSAXS beamline at
PETRA-III.

5. Future plans
To further improve the system, we plan to develop a software
for full autonomous operation of a beamline, e.g. for unattended
screening of a 96-wellplate. When provided with a wellplate
information ﬁle created by one of the user interfaces, this software will then execute the full measurement sequence, taking the
general environment, in particular status of the synchrotron, into
account.
Future plans for the automated analysis pipeline include a
scripting interface to simplify the addition of tools and decision
making blocks to further increase its usability and adaptability to
various environments.

6. Conclusions
In conclusion, a modular and ﬂexible automated SAXS data
acquisition and analysis system was developed. A beamline meta
server (BMS) was implemented as a key component of the
automated data collection. Each hardware device of the SAXS
experiment setup has a device server that facilitates reliable
communication between associated hardware and software entities. Full control of the hardware devices by BMS coupled with an
automated data analysis pipeline permits fully automated and
remote controlled SAXS studies.
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Feedback of over 400 external user groups that performed
their experiments at the BioSAXS beamlines of EMBL Hamburg
during beam periods from 2009 to 2011 shows that the presented
setup allows for fast, convenient and reliable experiments, leading to improved ﬁdelity of the structural results.
Due to its modularity and basically control-system independence, this ﬂexible system setup can readily be adapted to various
control systems at other synchrotron radiation sources.
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